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Abstract

Neuroconductor (https://neuroconductor.org) is an open-source platform for rapid testing and

dissemination of reproducible computational imaging software. The goals of the project are

to: 1) provide a centralized repository of R software dedicated to image analysis, 2) disseminate

software updates quickly, 3) train a large, diverse community of scientists using detailed tutorials

and short courses, 4) increase software quality via automatic and manual quality controls, and 5)

promote reproducibility of image data analysis. Based on the programming language R (https://

www.r-project.org/), Neuroconductor starts with 51 inter-operable packages that cover multiple

areas of imaging including visualization, data processing and storage, and statistical inference.

Neuroconductor accepts new R package submissions, which are subject to a formal review and

continuous automated testing. We provide a description of the purpose of Neuroconductor and

the user and developer experience.
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Introduction

Medical imaging analysis software is heterogeneous, complex, and difficult to use in fully re-

producible analysis pipelines. These problems have been accentuated by the diversity of new

imaging datasets and associated scientific problems. Indeed, many studies now collect data on

thousands of subjects, at multiple visits, and using different modalities. Storing, understand-

ing, and analyzing such data is daunting. Neuroconductor provides the infrastructure for using,

improving and designing open-source, scripted software that depends on a minimum number

of software platforms and is dedicated to improving the correctness, reproducibility, and speed

of medical image data analysis. To achieve this, Neuroconductor interweaves pre- and post-

processing image analysis and provides integrated data-analytic approaches.

Neuroconductor provides data, methods, and software packages designed to support the analy-

sis of populations of images in R [55], a programming language with state-of-the-art statistical

analysis tools and a vectorized data paradigm that is well suited for neuroimaging [65]. Neuro-

conductor supports many types of imaging data including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI:

structural, functional, and dynamic), computed tomography (CT), single-photon and positron

emission computed tomography, (SPECT and PET), electroencephalography (EEG), and mag-

netoencephalography (MEG). It is currently focused on human imaging, especially of the brain,

but it also supports other biological imaging, such as the lungs and MR spectroscopy. Neurocon-

ductor is able to interface with mature R distribution platforms, such as Bioconductor [27, 32]

and the comprehensive R archive network (CRAN) [31, 55], as well as other R-based imaging

projects such as TractoR [15]. Although these other distribution platforms are well-established,

we believe that Neuroconductor enables better support and testing for imaging-specific packages,

and provides a focal point for imaging-specific training materials, similar to how Bioconductor

supports bioinformatics packages.

NiPype (http://nipy.org/packages/nipype/index.html) is a Python project with a goal of stan-

dardizing neuroimaging software syntax, similar to Neuroconductor. NiPype is incorporated

in the larger NiPy project (http://nipy.org/), which provides tools for neuroimaging analysis

in Python on multiple neuroimaging modalities. We believe Neuroconductor is in many ways
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the R analog to NiPy, with the hopes of including additional imaging problems and platforms.

Although the utility of each of these projects may be similar, we do not believe Neuroconductor

competes with NiPy, but allows R users similar capabilities as Python users. Moreover, with

R-Python interfaces such as rPython [12], PythonInR [58], and reticulate [3] in R, and the rpy2

(https://pypi.python.org/pypi/rpy2) and pyRserve (https://pypi.python.org/pypi/pyRserve/)

modules in Python, it is possible for users can combine these two efforts.

Neuroconductor may be used seamlessly for data fusion analyses where imaging, genomics, and

other types of high-throughput data types are analyzed together with traditional measurements

and health outcomes. In R, these analyses are integrated with well-designed and thoroughly

tested analytic packages for visualization, statistical inference, longitudinal and survival analysis,

regression, network analysis, and machine learning.

The user perspective

Neuroconductor users interact with the platform via the Neuroconductor website (https://

neuroconductor.org). Users may install an R package, explore packages, or identify a work-

flow designed for their specific problem. If the workflow does not exist in Neuroconductor, then

users are able to create and submit their own. To download a package a user needs to know

the package name, which is obtained from the list of packages on the Neuroconductor webpage

(https://neuroconductor.org/list-packages/all). For example, to download the fslr and neurohcp

packages in R, the command line instructions are:

source("https://neuroconductor.org/neurocLite.R")

neuro_install(c("fslr","neurohcp"))

Many Neuroconductor packages contain help manuals and documentation as vignettes, which

developers are strongly encouraged to provide. Large areas of research covering multiple package

combinations are described under Help. Some of these areas contain tutorials and Massive

Open Online Courses (MOOCs) that provide a rapid introduction to more complex concepts

and workflows. Examples of such courses are Principles of fMRI (https://www.coursera.org/
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learn/functional-mri) and Introduction to Neurohacking in R (https://www.coursera.org/learn/

neurohacking). If the user does not find what they are looking for, they can request a tutorial on

a specific topic and developers can also submit their own tutorial or course to Neuroconductor.

Furthermore, the user can turn to the Support forum (https://neuroconductor.org/forum), can

attend short courses, take free online MOOCs, or read tutorials (https://neuroconductor.org/

neuroc-help). All package developers are users and some users become package developers.

The user may have their own data, use a data package from Neuroconductor, or use a Neuro-

conductor package to download data from an internet repository. After obtaining data, a first

step is to manipulate, visualize, and ensure data quality. Most quality control procedures can

be performed at the image or subject level, though the distribution of quality metrics in the

population can be used as well; see Mejia et al. [42] for an example. Once data quality has been

assessed, an analytic database of subjects for subsequent analyses may be created.

A major advantage of the R environment is that analyses can take advantage of a large col-

lection of well-tested, state-of-the-art statistical packages. For example, incorporating demo-

graphic information, regression, mixed-effects models, or survival analysis is straightforward

in R. Moreover, the voxel package implements most of these modeling methods at the voxel

level directly on images [26]. Results containing spatial information are mapped back to an

image, while other results may be displayed using plotting packages such as ggplot2 [76]. All

of these steps can be wrapped in a series of reproducible reports using knitr and rmarkdown

[2, 78]. Another advantage of R is that complex processing steps and complete analyses can

also be wrapped into R packages. For example, the ichseg [44, 49] R package is designed for

intra-cranial hemorrhage segmentation and uses multiple functions from other Neuroconductor

packages. It uses a single CT scan as input, processes the data using FSL [61], called through

fslr in R [48], and creates a segmentation of the hemorrhagic stroke based on a pre-trained su-

pervised machine learning algorithm. Last, data products resulting from analysis and package

development may be deployed as Shiny applications [13], which are web applications built in

R and accessed via a browser. Shiny applications are hosted on a user’s custom launched or

commercial Shiny server (such as https://www.shinyapps.io). As an example, the segmentation

of the hemorrhagic stroke method described above has been implemented in a Shiny application
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(http://johnmuschelli.com/ich_segment.html). Below we provide several case studies to build

up the intuition for interfacing with Neuroconductor.

Case study 1: Processing of structural magnetic resonance imaging

Figure 1 provides an example of a typical processing pipeline for multi-sequence structural

MRI data. Analysis of such data often begins with a conversion of Digital Imaging and Com-

munications in Medicine (DICOM) files, which are essentially binary formatted pictures with

header information. DICOM is one of the most common formats for imaging data that come

directly from the imaging device. DICOM files are commonly converted to the much simpler

Neuroimaging Informatics Technology Initiative (NIfTI) format, which represents imaging data

as a multi-dimensional array instead of a collection of single two-dimensional (2D) slices [41].

This process may be performed in R using the dcm2niir package [43], which calls dcm2niix

(https://github.com/rordenlab/dcm2niix) from the command line, the divest package [14], which

incorporates dcm2niix and provides an in-memory bridge to it, or the oro.dicom [75] package,

which uses completely native R code. The resulting NIfTI files may be converted to array-based

S4 objects using the oro.nifti [75] package or objects based on C++ pointers using the ANTsR [5]

or RNifti [16] packages. These packages also provide the ability to read other medical imaging

formats, such as ANALYZE, AFNI, NRRD or any other format supported by the insight toolkit

(ITK) [79].

After conversion, image intensity inhomogeneity correction is applied to ensure that each tissue

has similar intensity distributions across locations in the brain (e.g. top versus bottom of the

brain). Image inhomogeneities are typically caused by magnetic field inhomogeneities and may

be handled by multiple methods. Neuroconductor currently contains four such methods imple-

mented in FSL via fslr [80], freesurfer [60], and ANTsR (N3 and N4 correction) [60, 69]. The

next step is co-registration, which spatially aligns all images in the sequence to one of the images

in the sequence, usually a T1-weighted (T1w) image. Co-registration may be performed using

flirt (fslr), antsRegistration (ANTsR), niftyreg (RNiftyReg) [17], or dramms (drammsr)

[51]. Co-registration is followed by brain extraction, also known as skull stripping. This proce-

dure is commonly performed on the T1w image, and may be implemented using spm12r [53, 47],
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fslr, freesurfer, or ANTsR. At this point, the image sequences for the subject are in the same

space and extracranial tissues have been removed.

Brain extraction is followed by intensity normalization, which transforms the arbitrary MRI

units into interpretable units across subjects. This is not always thought of as a standard pre-

processing step, but it is important in many applications. For example, one could be interested

in subtracting two images that were collected longitudinally in order to identify changes or one

may want to investigate changes in voxel or region-of-interest (ROI) intensities over time. This

is typically achieved using z-scoring with respect to a particular tissue class as implemented

in the WhiteStripe method (WhiteStripe) [59], standard and robust z-scoring relative to whole

brain (neurobase) [45], histogram matching (implemented in RAVEL), or removal of unwanted

variation (RAVEL) [24]. Further subject-specific and population analyses may require registra-

tion to a population-level template and/or tissue class segmentation. Both of these approaches

are possible using Neuroconductor packages including spm12r, fslr, and ANTsR.

While the flowchart in Figure 1 provides a conceptual pre-processing pipeline, deploying an

explicit and reproducible pipeline requires specific choices at every step that may depend on

multiple tuning parameters. In R one can be explicit about these choices, provide a software suite

of packages and tuning parameters, and quickly compare results based on different combinations

of software and platforms.

Case study 2: A cross-package workflow for diffusion tensor imaging

In this section, we discuss an example of complete analysis (preprocessing and statistical analysis)

performed entirely within Neuroconductor. We start with a simple question: in a population

of healthy subjects, is there any difference in the white matter (WM) microstructure between

males and females? Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) has been used extensively to study WM

fiber structure by taking advantage of the differential water diffusivity in the WM tracts relative

to other brain structures [10, 37]. Fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD) are

two scalar maps commonly derived from DTI images to study the diffusivity properties of the

brain. FA measures the degree of directional diffusivity in a voxel and MD measures the total
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diffusion within a voxel [35].

To investigate potential gender differences in WM fiber tracts, we use DTI data from

healthy young adults in the Human Connectome Project (HCP), available at http:

//db.humanconnectome.org. HCP includes a large cohort of individuals (N > 1200)

with a vast amount of neuroimaging data, including structural magnetic resonance imaging

(sMRI), task and resting-state functional MRI (fMRI) and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI).

Step 1: Downloading data using the neurohcp package

The first step is to download the minimally preprocessed DTI data [28] and structural T1w

MRI images, available for 781 subjects (436 females and 345 males), using the neurohcp [70]

package. The neurohcp package is an R interface for downloading data from the HCP database,

which is publicly available from the Amazon Web Services (AWS). A description of how to

connect to the HCP database via AWS is available at the Human Connectome Wiki. After

accepting the data use terms, one needs to obtain AWS credentials, which include an access

key identifier and a secret key. The neurohcp package in R accesses the data from an Amazon

Simple Storage Solution (S3) bucket using these two AWS access keys. We can set these keys

using set_aws_api_key:

library(neurohcp)

set_aws_api_key(access_key = "ACCESS_KEY", secret_key = "SECRET_KEY")

After the access keys are set, neurohcp can download data from the S3 bucket. For instance,

the complete diffusion data directory for subject 100307 may be downloaded using the

download_hcp_dir function in the neurohcp package:

result <- download_hcp_dir("HCP/100307/T1w/Diffusion")

The result is an R list containing the file names of all downloaded files, the directory where

the files were downloaded, and the http request that was sent to the Amazon S3 bucket. Data

from other subjects are downloaded similarly. The demographic data, which includes age and

gender, is not located on the S3 bucket and must be downloaded directly from the website.
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Step 2: Processing DTI data with rcamino

After the minimally processed DTI data are downloaded, processing continues using the Neuro-

conductor package rcamino [46], an R interface for the open-source DTI software Camino [18].

The package creates and fits the diffusion tensor models, and generates the FA and MD maps.

We illustrate below the associated R code.

# Extract the DTI files for the subject and name them using the NIfTI format

library(neurobase)

library(rcamino)

outfiles <- result$output_files

names(outfiles) <- neurobase::nii.stub(basename(outfiles))

# Specify the b-values and b-vectors used in the

# HCP database for further processing:

camino_fsl2scheme(bvecs = outfiles[["bvecs"]], bvals = outfiles[["bvals"]],

outfile = "hcp.scheme")

# Convert the diffusion data from NIfTI to Camino format:

camino_image2voxel(infile = outfiles[["data"]], outfile = "dwi.Bfloat")

# Fit the diffusion tensor imaging model:

camino_modelfit(infile = "dwi.Bfloat", outfile = "dt.Bdouble",

scheme = "hcp.scheme", gradadj = outfiles[["grad_dev"]],

model = "ldt", mask = outfiles[["nodif_brain_mask"]])

# Produce the FA and MD maps from the fitted tensor data:

fa <- camino_fa_img(infile = "dt.Bdouble", inputmodel = "dt",

header = outfiles[["data"]])

md <- camino_md_img(infile = "dt.Bdouble", inputmodel = "dt",

header = outfiles[["data"]])
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Note that Camino requires the b-values and b-vectors of the DTI to conduct the DTI model fit.

The b-values are the amount of diffusion weighting used for each volume. The b-vectors are the

gradients of the magnetic field that imply direction of flow; for more details, see O’Donnell and

Westin [52]. The process is then repeated for all subjects with available DTI data, and may be

sped up via parallel computing. Now, we have an FA and MD image for each subject.

Step 3: Nonlinear registration to template

The next step is to prepare the data for voxel-wise analysis, which requires the FA and

MD maps to be spatially registered to a common template. For each subject, we use the

download_hcp_file function from the neurohcp package to download the T1w image with

extra-cranial voxels removed. We then use the symmetric diffeomorphic non-linear registration

implemented in ANTsR, wrapped in extrantsr [4], to register FA and MD maps to the 1mm

isotropic Eve template T1w image [50]. The Eve template is a single-subject template created

by the Laboratory of Brain Anatomical MRI led by Professor Susumu Mori at Johns Hopkins

University [50]. The Eve template is made available in the Neuroconductor data package

EveTemplate [22]. Alternatively, one could register images to the MNI template [29], which is

available in the Neuroconductor data package MNITemplate [23]. Each registered DTI map is

saved as a standard NIfTI file for further analyses. The R code is presented below.

# Specify the path of the Eve template file:

library(EveTemplate)

eve_template = getEvePath()

# Perform non-linear registration using SyN in ANTsR:

t1_file <- download_hcp_file("HCP/100307/T1w/T1w_acpc_dc_restore_brain.nii.gz")

reg <- extrantsr::registration(filename = t1_file, template.file = eve_template,

typeofTransform = "SyN", interpolator = "Linear", remove.warp = FALSE)

# Create the registered FA and MD maps to the Eve atlas:

fa_eve <- extrantsr::ants_apply_transforms(fixed = eve_template, moving = fa,
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transformlist = reg$fwdtransforms)

md_eve <- extrantsr::ants_apply_transforms(fixed = eve_template, moving = md,

transformlist = reg$fwdtransforms)

The results of these processing steps are images containing the FA and MD maps registered

to the Eve atlas for every subject. While at this point we do not conduct ROI analyses, the

template may be used to extract subject-specific ROIs. An ROI is defined as an anatomical

region, regions obtained from other analyses, or regions that are manually delineated. Here,

we focus on voxel-wise analysis across subjects, which can be performed because images are

registered to a common template space. Although we do not present any measures of quality

control or registration accuracy, users should inspect registration and image quality using either

automated methods or visual inspection.

Step 4: Statistical analysis

The next step is the analysis of the population of images using statistical inference. Neuroimag-

ing convention refers to this step as “statistical analysis”, a convention we adopt here, despite

the fact that earlier steps involve a substantial amount of statistical operations.

We first read the registered NIfTI files into R and create a matrix of voxels intensities with

voxels as rows, and subjects as columns. For the analysis, we only consider voxels in the WM

and GM. We create one matrix for the FA maps, and one for the MD maps, using the function

images2matrix from the package neurobase. The registered-to-Eve images for all subjects are

located in the lists files.fa and files.md for FA and MD maps, respectively. For brevity, we

present only the analysis for the MD maps. In this example, the matrix (Y.md) has 1, 372, 619

rows (number of GM and WM voxels in the Eve template) and 781 columns (number of subjects

in the dataset):

# Create the GM and WM mask in Eve template space:

mask <- readEveSeg()

# Discard voxels in the CSF
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mask[mask ==1] <- 0

# All voxels in GM (label = 2) and WM (label =3) are kept

mask[mask %in% c(2,3)] <- 1

# Create the matrix for MD values at every voxel in the mask

Y.md <- images2matrix(files.md, mask=mask)

There are many options in R to quantify the association of the FA and MD intensities with

gender. The simplest approach is to calculate mass-univariate two-sample t-statistics (t-statistics

computed at each voxel separately), which can be quickly computed using limma [62, 63, 56],

a popular R package from the Bioconductor project (https://www.bioconductor.org/). The

package was originally developed for the analysis of high-throughput genomics data, but much

of its functionality may be used in neuroimaging applications without additional effort. Among

other methods, the limma package implements Empirical-Bayes (EB) methods to estimate t-

statistics based on variance shrinkage (called moderated t-statistics). Below, we present the

code to compute the moderated t-statistics for the association between gender and MD, adjusted

for age.

# Fit the EB linear model with limma:

library(limma)

fit.md <- eBayes(lmFit(Y.md, model.matrix(~gender+age)))

# Get moderated t-statistics for gender:

t.md <- fit.md$t[,2]

# Store the moderated t-statistics into template space:

img.t.md <- remake_img(t.md, img=mask, mask=mask)

The code produces t-statistics comparing males versus females in the Eve-template space. The

gender value is coded so that negative values of the t-statistic correspond to higher values of
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MD in females. Below, we investigate where the largest differences are located.

Step 5: Visualization and localization of the results

A considerable advantage of the close integration between pre- and post-processing tools is

that results can be easily mapped back into the native or template space. This helps localize

significant associations using template labels. For example, the voxels that exhibit the largest

differences between males and females are identified using the Eve white matter parcellation

map (WMPM) [50], included in the package EveTemplate. Below, we provide the R code for

localization of these results.

# Get the labels from the WMPM

library(EveTemplate)

map <- readEveMap()

labels <- getEveMapLabels()

map_labels <- labels$text_label[match(map, as.numeric(labels$integer_label))]

# Get x, y and z coordinates of the voxels

coordinates <- getXYZ(map)

# Create a data frame containing the results and labels

results <- data.frame(t_gender=as.vector(img.t.md),

label = as.vector(map_labels))

results <- cbind(results, coordinates)

# Remove unlabeled voxels and sort

results <- results[results$label!="background",]

results <- results[order(-abs(results$t_gender)),]

# Display the first few rows of results

head(results)
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t_gender label x y z

2298041 -15.88617 hippocampus_right 65 111 59

1984593 -14.98982 hippocampus_left 109 115 51

1984413 -14.96482 hippocampus_left 110 114 51

2298042 -14.77591 hippocampus_right 66 111 59

3043064 -14.77390 thalamus_left 92 104 78

1984774 -14.76050 hippocampus_left 109 116 51

A quick inspection of the top six voxels reveals that the most pronounced differences are located

in the hippocampus and thalamus, where females have higher mean diffusivity compared to

males. However, it may be useful to locate these findings on the template and visually study

the degree of spatial clustering. The following commands produce the three panels of Figure 2,

using the function ortho2 from the neurobase package:

# Read the Eve Template, brain only

template <- readEve("Brain")

# Set the plotting parameters

bound <- max(abs(t.md))

xyz <- c(77,114,84)

mfrow <- c(1,3)

myColors <- rev(colorRampPalette(c("blue", "grey95", "red"))(255))

ybreaks <- seq(-bound, bound, length.out=length(myColors)+1)

colors <- c("orange", "yellow", "red", "firebrick", "blue", "deepskyblue3")

# Panel a: plot the Eve template space

ortho2(template, mfrow = mfrow, xyz = xyz)

# Panel b: plot the t-statistics for MD maps

ortho2(template, y=img.t.md, mfrow=mfrow, xyz=xyz,

col.y = myColors, ybreaks=ybreaks, ycolorbar=TRUE)
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# Focus on 6 anatomical WM regions

map_roi <- c(map)

map_roi[!map_roi %in% c(149,61, 147, 59, 115, 27)] <- 0

map_roi = plyr::mapvalues(x = map_roi,

from = c(149, 61, 147, 59, 115, 27),

to = 1:6)

map_roi = niftiarr(map, map_roi)

#Panel c: plot the 6 selected regions

ortho2(map, y=map_roi, mfrow=mfrow, xyz=xyz, col.y=colors)

Figure 2 displays the T1w Eve template in panel a), the map of t-statistics for gender differences

in MD values in this population in panel b), and the annotated neuroanatomical structures of

the hippocampus, thalamus, and caudate nucleus in panel c). For panel b), blue represents

higher values of MD in males and red represents higher values of MD in females. Much more

detailed information can be obtained and quantified from these results including percent voxels

in the thalamus with a t-statistic passing a particular threshold (e.g. the Bonferroni correction)

or the difference in the number of voxels with higher MD for females versus males in the right

hippocampus, adjusting for age.

Advanced data analysis and visualization

An advantage of the R environment is that more sophisticated voxel-level analyses may be

easily implemented. For example, one may want to investigate whether there are additional

confounders for the association between FA and gender, or whether image intensities predict

health outcomes. The lm and glm functions in R are designed specifically to address such

questions. If images are observed longitudinally or they are used as baseline predictors in

longitudinal studies, one could use the mixed effects gee [68] and lme4 [11] packages. If one is

interested in modeling survival time based on baseline images, then the survival package [67, 66]
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may be used. More advanced visualization of data and statistical results can be done using

the packages papayar, which is an R wrapper around Papaya (https://www.nitrc.org/projects/

papaya/), a JavaScript medical research image viewer. The brainR package in Neuroconductor

is an R package for 3D and 4D visualization based on rgl [1].

Harmonization of multi-site neuroimaging data

An increasingly common strategy in neuroimaging is to combine multi-site imaging data across

scanners and protocols. This approach pools results from different sources and may improve

statistical power to detect small effects that would be undetectable in separate studies. However,

the combination of multi-site data can introduce substantial unwanted variation in the data, due

to differences in the scanner characteristics, acquisition parameters, and preprocessing pipelines.

This is highly problematic when the level of technical variability is larger than the biological

variation of the phenotype of interest. We refer to the process of removing the technical variation

in multi-site studies as “harmonization”.

The harmonization problem also exists in genomics, where data across batches often exhibit large

technical variability. In genomics, this technical variability is referred to as batch effects. When

there is confounding between batch and phenotype, failing to account for batch effects can lead

to spurious associations [40]. Batch effects have been under intense methodological development,

which produced widely-used R software packages for the removal of batch effects. Some popular

examples of such packages deployed in Bioconductor are ComBat [33], SVA [38, 39], RUV [25],

and limma [62, 63].

The Neuroconductor platform allows users to integrate, adapt and extend these methods to

imaging studies. For example, the RUV approach was adapted to structural MRI images and was

shown to successfully remove technical variation in multi-site data from the Alzheimer’s Disease

Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI). The method is implemented in the Neuroconductor package

RAVEL [24].
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ANTsR: a Neuroconductor package highlight

Neuroconductor packages provide scripting access to large toolkits constructed primarily in

other languages. For example, ANTsR [5] is a general purpose biomedical image analysis pack-

age built on top of the C++ based Insight ToolKit (ITK) [79], wrapped in the ITKR package, and

Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTs) [6]. ANTsR leverages Rcpp [20] to wrap well-validated

ANTs methods such as joint label fusion for image labeling based on a library of anatomical

templates [72], Atropos for multi-channel segmentation [7], as well as core methods of computa-

tional anatomy [9]. ANTsR also contributes R-level access to ITK image iterators, multi-channel

image classes and transformation objects as well as specialized methods for arterial spin labeling

and BOLD-based network analysis via igraph interfaces [73].

ANTsR is an example of how Neuroconductor can support innovative applications of machine

learning to medical imaging. ANTsR provides the first freely available implementation of RIP-

MMARC (Rotation Invariant Patch-based Multi-Modality Analysis aRChitecture) [34], which

uses dictionary learning to extract modality-specific information from a multi-modal data set.

ANTsR also provides prior-constrained, sparse dimensionality reduction methods, including im-

plementations for both eigenanatomy [19] and sparse canonical correlation analysis for neu-

roimaging [8]. Furthermore, ANTsR serves as a platform for disseminating potentially clin-

ically useful tools such as LINDA (Lesion Identification with Neighborhood Data Analysis,

https://github.com/dorianps/LINDA) [54] which implements a “convolutional” random forest

for T1-based lesion segmentation. We anticipate that such downstream benefits of Neurocon-

ductor will become more common in the future.

Because ANTsR leverages most of the functionality of the ITK library, this package is large on

disk. It also requires additional build tools, such as CMake (https://cmake.org/), which is not

allowed in other repositories, such as CRAN. However, this is a very important package and

provides an example of how Neuroconductor can handle large and complex packages.
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External Software Dependencies

Many pieces of software exist for medical imaging analyses that are standalone. For example,

fslr requires a working installation of FSL [61]. The commands from FSL are called from the

command line through R after checks on the data inputs. The thinking of this methodology

is that FSL is an updated, well-maintained, and well-documented piece of software that will

change with time. Without working extensively with the authors of FSL (or any other external

software), porting all of the functionality would be redundant work and would need to be

updated with a new release of the software. Therefore, we believe that requiring an additional

system requirement (in the SystemRequirements field of the DESCRIPTION file) for user in some

instances is necessary. Other packages, such as ANTsR, dcm2niir, and rcamino, external libraries

are either bundled in the package or downloaded and installed at package building. If possible,

installation at run-time or build-time is desired to reduce the necessary installation steps for the

user.

Data Packages

Neuroconductor hosts data packages that allow users to test software or contain highly relevant

data, such as templates. To be posted, data need to be de-identified, the author/maintainer

needs to have approval to make the data public, and all user agreements must be respected. Neu-

roconductor also hosts packages that can access data from public repositories, while respecting

the data user agreements.

Neuroconductor starts with a series of packages based on a multi-parametric neuroimaging

study, which we refer to as Kirby21. Kirby21 contains data on 21 subjects scanned a day apart

[36] and includes the following modalities: T1w, T2, FLAIR, proton density (PD), DTI, and

fMRI. Neuroconductor also contains templates for T1w images: EveTemplate and MNITem-

plate; for a complete list of data packages see Table 1. Although Neuroconductor interacts

with many neuroimaging data platforms, including the Neuroimaging Informatics Tools and

Resources Clearinghouse (NITRC), many studies have restrictions on redistribution of data.
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Medical Imaging and Neuroimaging Analyses

The analysis of medical imaging data is not restricted to a specific region or organ in the body.

The acquisition of medical imaging data may occur anywhere from head to toe and the choice

of anatomical coverage is driven by the clinical need. While some packages in Neuroconductor

have been designed specifically to analyze neuroimaging data, all packages that manipulate

file formats (DICOM, NIfTI, etc.) and provide visualization are not specific to the brain. In

addition, some of the analysis packages have already been applied below the neck. For example,

the dcemriS4 package provides estimates for the key parameters in T1w DCE-MRI (dynamic

contrast-enhanced MRI) experiments for perfusion imaging commonly used to assess tissue in

cancer or from inflammatory processes; such as the breast or neck [57, 74]. The oro.pet package

provides estimates of standard uptake values (SUVs) in PET experiments, where anatomical

coverage may vary from the whole body (to assess the primary cancer and/or metastatic disease)

to specific anatomical regions, such as the breast, liver or prostate [71].

The developer perspective

The comprehensive R archive network (CRAN) is the most standardized, popular, and com-

mon way to distribute R packages. Neuroconductor is a complementary platform dedicated to

developers of R packages for image analysis. Neuroconductor contains extensive specific train-

ing materials and includes packages that do not integrate directly with CRAN or may require

additional checks with external dependencies. Although Bioconductor is a framework that pro-

vides additional checks and has similar goals to Neuroconductor, Bioconductor packages were

developed for bioinformatics. As one goal for Neuroconductor is to centralize imaging work in

R, a separate platform is necessary. Neuroconductor is based on Git, GitHub, and continuous

integration (CI) services via Travis CI and AppVeyor.

Many developers use Git, a version control system, for their projects. To distribute, host, and

collaborate on projects, many use online tools, with GitHub (https://github.com/) being one

of the most popular. As GitHub is an online site, distribution of a package is performed by
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downloading or cloning a repository. Users can easily install R packages directly from GitHub

using functions from add-on R packages, most notably devtools [77]. Along with a detailed and

revertible timeline for each package, GitHub provides a page that allows users to flag issues

for developers, tag stable releases of the package, and obtain information on package activity.

Along with GitHub, Travis CI (https://travis-ci.org/) and AppVeyor (https://www.appveyor.

com) provide a system to check packages as they are updated. These tools provide a cloud-

based infrastructure that: 1) can host and distribute packages; 2) check packages for specific

requirements; 3) provide a platform for bug reporting and feature requests; and 4) check how

frequently issues are addressed.

Travis CI will check packages on Linux and Mac OSX distributions. Appveyor will check pack-

ages on Windows platforms; a small percentage of packages will not be applicable for Windows

machine due to intrinsic nature of the non-R components of the software. Windows 10 currently

has a Linux subsystem that may be used in these few exceptions. Therefore, a package submit-

ted to Neuroconductor does not need to pass checks for Windows to be incorporated into the

platform. As some software in medical imaging has only implemented versions for *nix-based

systems, we will allow users to submit Unix-only R packages, but will encourage them to refactor

their code if possible to enable all of Neuroconductor to be cross-platform.

To submit a package to Neuroconductor, the author/maintainer of the package provides the

GitHub link for the package. Once the package is submitted several initial checks are conducted

(Figure 3). These checks ensure that the package has been created correctly. After initial checks

are complete, the package must be verified by email. This verification is designed to prevent

spam and allow the developer to stop a package if they would like to revise the package before

re-submitting.

Once the verification is complete, the package is processed according to the workflow described in

Figure 4. Overall, the package is copied/cloned to a remote server. Standardized Travis CI and

Appveyor configuration files, specific to Neuroconductor, are added (see https://neuroconductor.

org/package-changes for links to examples). These are to ensure that the checks performed on

these services are consistent for each package. For example, any warnings when checking the
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package (using R CMD check) will be treated as an error. Some parameters of the package

DESCRIPTION file are changed. These parameters ensure that when a package is downloaded

from Neuroconductor, the correct versions of the dependent packages are used.

Next, the package is pushed to the central Neuroconductor GitHub (https://github.com/

neuroconductor) and submitted to Travis CI and AppVeyor to be built and checked on multiple

systems. Parameters are set to ensure that Travis CI and AppVeyor use the correct versions of

Neuroconductor packages for checking and external dependencies are installed. The author of

the package receives an automatic email indicating whether the package was built successfully

and is integrated with Neuroconductor together with a description file containing pertinent

information about the process. The code coverage, the percentage of the code in the package

run when checked, is computed using the covr package [30] and the Coveralls.io platform. This

coverage is displayed on the Neuroconductor package page.

Stable and Current Package Versions

We use the terminology “Stable” and “Current” to differentiate a different status of development

for a Neuroconductor package. On the initial submission, after all checks are passed, the package

is incorporated into Neuroconductor and deemed the Stable version. The Current version of the

package is the result of nightly pulls and mirror the latest package version from the developer’s

GitHub repository. This provides Neuroconductor users with a way to use the latest versions

of a package and at the same time it provides the Neuroconductor platform with a safe way of

checking new versions of a package against the existing set of Current Neuroconductor packages.

If a Current version of a package passes all the required Neuroconductor tests, we contact

the developer of the package and suggest an official re-submission to Neuroconductor. If the

newly re-submitted version of the package passes the checks against the Stable Neuroconductor

packages, this version is incorporated to the Stable version of Neuroconductor.

The package author can ask for help from the maintainers of Neuroconductor (https:

//neuroconductor.org/contact-us or email neuroconductor@gmail.com) both for compatibility

issues as well as for R-specific questions. All of these steps are automated after the verification
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has been completed.

Conclusion

Neuroconductor is a platform for developing and distributing R packages for medical image

analysis. Neuroconductor aims to provide similar resources and content to Bioconductor, but

is primarily focused on imaging. Neuroconductor can leverage all tools available in CRAN,

Bioconductor, and R to provide complete image analytic pipelines. This framework is likely to

increase the reliability and reproducibility of medical image analysis software and enable a larger

number of users to perform image analyses using state-of-the-art tools.

Neuroconductor currently accepting any packages that fit within this framework, even if they are

hosted on other platforms such as CRAN and Bioconductor. As the platform matures, we hope

to centralize these packages in only one repository to reduce inconsistencies that may occur.
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Figure 1: Typical processing pipeline for multi-sequence structural MRI data.
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Figure 2: Visualization of the diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) analysis results in R. (a) Visualization
of the anatomical structures in template space (Eve template, 1-mm isotropic T1-weighted modality) in coronal,
sagittal and axial planes (coordinates x=77, y=114 and z=84). (b) T-statistics characterizing the differences
between males and females in the mean diffusivity (MD) values for grey matter (GM) and white matter (WM)
voxels, in template space. The DTI analysis was performed using data from the Human Connectome Project
(HCP). Blue and red regions represent higher and lower values of MD in males, respectively. (c) Visualization
of the Eve atlas white matter parcellation map (WMPM) with selected structures.
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Figure 3: Neuroconductor initial package submission. If the DESCRIPTION file is present it will parsed
and the submitted version of the package is checked against existing Neuroconductor packages. If this version is
not already in Neuroconductor the email-based verification process is started. Once the maintainer verifies the
submission the package is ready to be tested.
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Figure 4: Neuroconductor package code testing. The package is cloned/updated on the Neuroconductor
server and Travis CI / AppVeyor checks are initiated for the original version of the package together with a
stable and current version of this package. The DESCRIPTION, travis.yml and appveyor.yml files are updated
to reflect the stable/current package status. Once the Travis CI / AppVeyor checks are done the package listing
is updated to reflect the continuous integration test results.
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Table 1: Referenced R packages available on Neuroconductor

Package Description References

Software packages
neurobase Base functions for Neuroconductor
oro.nifti Working with the DICOM and NIfTI Data Standards in R [75]
oro.dicom Working with the DICOM and NIfTI Data Standards in R [75]
oro.asl oro.asl: Rigorous - Aterial Spin Labelling
oro.pet oro.pet: Rigorous - Positron Emission Tomography
ANTsR Advanced Normalization Tools [6]
extrantsr Extensions for ANTsR
fslr R package for FSL [48, 61]
freesurfer R package for FreeSurfer [21]
oasis OASIS lesion segmentation [64]
WhiteStripe White Stripe intensity normalization [59]
RAVEL Statistical analysis of structural MRIs [24]
neurohcp R interface for the Human Connectome Project database

Data packages
kirby21.t1 Example T1 Structural Data from the Kirby21 Dataset [36]
kirby21.t2 Example T2 Structural Data from the Kirby21 Dataset [36]
kirby21.flair Example FLAIR Structural Data from the Kirby21 Dataset [36]
kirby21.dti Example DTI Data from the Kirby21 Dataset [36]
kirby21.fmri Example fMRI Data from the Kirby21 Dataset [36]
kirby21.mt Example MT Structural Data from the Kirby21 Dataset [36]
kirby21.vaso Example VASO Structural Data from the Kirby21 Dataset [36]
kirby21.asl Example ASL Structural Data from the Kirby21 Dataset [36]

Template packages
MNITemplate MNI152 template [23]
EveTemplate Eve Atlas and White Matter parcellation map [22, 50]
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